INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
IN SCIENCE
TEACHING

CHANGE
YOUR
THINKING

Portuguese
teachers are
changing
their thinking
about new
technologies;
Cecília Guerra,
Lúcia Pombo
and António
Moreira
explain how
Figure 1 A pupil consulting the weather
forecast for Rio de Janeiro using the class
blog
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echnology plays a crucial
role in pupils’ and primary
teachers’ lives nowadays
and its use can facilitate change
towards an innovative school
environment. The internet, for
example, can act as a platform
to foster science teaching and
offers a variety of opportunities
for effective science learning and
engaging and motivating children.
But we must acquire the critical
skills to use this technology in
order to benefit from it in our
classrooms (Warwick, Wilson and
Winterbottom, 2006). For those
who have not yet ventured far, we
describe below two easy-to-use
examples that may get you started
with your incursion into this bold,
new and exciting world!
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As in most areas of technology,
the internet comes with its own
special language and set of
acronyms. We will keep these to
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a minimum and hope that the
examples provided will speak for
themselves and encourage you to
use them in school.

Web 1.0 tools are limited to finding
and reading the information
presented by other users. One
example of Web 1.0 use is searching
for information using Google (www.
google.com).
Web 2.0 tools allow users to actively communicate and
collaborate and to produce information using social
technologies such as wikis, blogs, RSS feeds and shared
bookmarks. The recent rise of these ‘social technologies’
is having a great impact on education as these tools
have shifted the way users find information and the way
knowledge is created.

What is the
main difference
between Web
1.0 and Web 2.0?

Learning activity
Find information

Description

Technological tools

Searching for and
selecting data

Web 1.0 --------> Web 2.0’

Refining and presenting information

Searching, selecting and evaluating
relevant information about a
particular subject

Online databases with a .org or .gov suffix

Collaborative mindmapping activity

Brainstorming activities where
pupils can interact and discuss ideas
with text, diagrams, images or video

Kidspiration: www.inspiration.com/Kidspiration)

Publishing learning
findings

Presentation of information
appropriate to a specified audience

Collaboration tool (wikispaces): www.wikispaces.com
Box.net: www.box.net
Prezi: prezi.com

Google search
Social bookmarking tool: Diigo – www.diigo.com

MindMeister: www.mindmeister.com/pt

Blogging tool: wordpress.com
Microblogging tool (Twitter): twitter.com

Asynchronous

Podcast hosting tool (iTunes): www.apple.com/itunes/
download

Synchronous

Communication of data

Exchanging and sharing information

ICT theme/
concept
Finding things out
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Viewing videos linked to
the course site

Activities that take place outside
real time in the classroom

E-mail

Reading an online article

Online discussion (Forum)

Writing a report

Social networking (Ning): www.ning.com

Chat sessions
Audio or video feeds to
the computer

Focusing on Web 2.0
Web 2.0 technologies
allow pupils to participate
collaboratively, improving
motivation in science activities.
Among others, blogging is
a natural tool for writing
instructions, wikis have a role
in collaboration, and podcasting
is a useful means of presenting
information and ideas. The
technologies can be used in
science activities: to search and
select topics (using a social
bookmarking tool), to develop
reports about research findings
(using a wiki), and to present
research findings (using Prezi
– cloud-based presentation
software).

How can you get started?
First, you need to decide which
technology tools can be used
in your classroom to support
your science curriculum and the
activities you want to carry out
with your pupils. Then you need
to take the time to try these out
for yourself, preferably with a
colleague. Tools chosen are likely

Everyone gets online in the same
chat room and types questions,
comments and responses in real
time

Table 1 Old
and new
technologies
for innovative
learning
activities in
the science
classroom

Instant messaging (Messenger): explore.live.com/
windows-live-messenger?os=other
VOIP (Skype): www.skype.com

to include Web 1.0 and Web 2.0
tools. Some examples of learning
activities and appropriate
technology tools are listed in
Table 1, specifically for searching
for and selecting data, for refining
and presenting information and
for communication of data (DfES,
2004).
When planning the use of the
type of technology, you should
be aware of the level of demand
for the technology and match
it to the level of the science
curriculum. For instance, using a
word processor to draft a text for
a report can be as valid as using a
wiki tool to do the same activity,
so the former would perhaps
be suitable for pupils with less
digital competence and the latter,
with its higher level of demand,
could be more appropriate
for pupils with higher levels
of technology skills. Looking
differentially at technologies and
incorporating them effectively in
your classroom is a crucial step
in bringing about change and an
innovative approach to teaching
science.

Best practices from
Portuguese primary
teachers
The Master’s degree in Science
Education (2nd Cycle Bologna)
offered by the University of
Aveiro (Portugal) was specifically
designed for in-service primary
teachers who wanted to develop
their professional knowledge
related to science teaching and
learning practices. This course
has two modules that focus on
‘Sciences Teaching Methodologies’
and ‘ICT in Science Education’,
which aim to promote deeper
understanding of the many
technology tools available. They
explore how Web 2.0 tools can be
used to enhance a wide variety of
activities in science teaching and
learning including:
Ning: enhances social
networking between
in-service primary teachers
and their teacher-trainees
(ticedidacticadasciencias.ning.
com);
Box.net: enables the sharing
of videos, audio/podcasts
and scientific literature about
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Figure 2
Consulting
the class blog
and editing
comments on
Junior Scientists
(Cientistas de
palmo e meio)

Figure 3 Using
MindMeister
to build up the
vocabulary of
weather

research studies that endorse the
She aimed to develop her
integration of ICT-based research pupils’ ability to find and select
tools in science teaching and
information about current
learning, etc. (www.box.net);
scientific and technological
MindMeister: enhances
issues. The activities she
collaborative mind-mapping
designed have a science,
in order to understand the
technology and society
representation of scientific and
orientation with the long-term
technological concepts using
aim of developing pupils’
technologies (www.mindmeister.
scientific literacy.
com/pt);
The blog was used to:
WordPress: a blogging tool
involve the pupils’ parents
that enables the development
in
the teaching process, so that
of digital portfolios to give
they could participate in their
in-service primary teachers the
learning development;
opportunity to take on a selfimprove pupils’ digital
regulating role in their learning
competencies (i.e. effective
process (wordpress.com).
At the beginning communication);
disseminate pupils’ work
of the course,
within and outside the classroom,
all in-service
including sharing and
primary teachers
collaborating with other schools.
lack confidence
The teacher chose the
with integrating
MindMeister tool to enable
Web 2.0 tools
pupils to represent science
in their science
concepts (Figure 3). You can
classrooms.
see activity number 8 on:
However,
cientistasdepalmoemeio.
once they
wordpress.com. Although
have acquired
this teacher was initially very
the critical skills
reluctant to use Web 2.0 tools,
in their use,
since attending the course not
they are able
only has she carried out the
to use the tools
research, but she has started
innovatively in
collaborating with another
their classrooms. primary teacher in a blog called
Pequenos Curiosos (Inquisitive Kids)
They are
available at pequenoscuriosos.
provided with
wordpress.com.
opportunities to
implement small research projects Teacher B – junior
in their science classroom contexts professional
(Guerra, Moreira and Vieira,
Teacher B has less than two
2010), two examples of which are years of teaching experience.
given below.
She teaches pupils aged 6 to 10

Teacher A – senior
professional
Teacher A teaches pupils aged 6
and 7 at a public primary school
in the north of Portugal. She has
15 years of teaching experience
but little digital competence in the
integration of Web 2.0 tools in the
teaching and learning process.
During her involvement in the
course (from January to July 2010),
she explored two innovative and
emerging technological tools in
authentic science teaching and
learning contexts: the WordPress
blog ‘Cientistas de palmo e meio’
(Junior Scientists) – available
at cientistasdepalmoemeio.
wordpress.com (Figure 2), and
the online mind mapping and
brainstorming tool, MindMeister.
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years and is studying for a PhD
in Education at the University
of Aveiro. While attending the
programme she designed a
technology-based science activity
and explored a Web 2.0 tool that
allowed sharing of online photos
using Flickr (www.flickr.com/
photos/projectolandscape).
Her aims were to develop
pupils’ understanding about the

science and technology aspects
of the landscape of Aveiro. Pupils
took photographs of Aveiro city
and analysed the role of physical
and natural landscapes using the
photographic evidence.
The photographs were placed by
the pupils on the Flickr platform,
which served, simultaneously, as
storage for photographs and for
promoting analysis, discussion
and reflection by pupils about
environmental aspects of Aveiro, such
as the water quality of the lagoon.

In conclusion

It is not the intention of this article
to be ‘cutting edge’ in the use of
these technologies, but to be firmly
grounded in the realities of life in
the primary classroom. With the
shared experience of these two
primary teachers, and as someone
who is concerned with good
teaching practices, be encouraged
to have a go, set aside some time to
‘play’ and start using these digital
tools in your science classrooms.
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